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Abstract. Demand response programs in retail electricity markets are very popular. How-
ever, despite their success in reducing average consumption, the random responsiveness
of consumers to price events makes their efficiency questionable to achieve the flexibility
needed for electric systems with a large share of renewable energy. This paper aims at de-
signing demand response contracts that allow to act on both the average consumption and
its variance. The interaction between a risk-averse producer and a risk-averse consumer is
modelled as a principal–agent problem, thus accounting for the moral hazard underlying
demand response contracts. The producer, facing the limited flexibility of production, pays
an appropriate incentive compensation to encourage the consumer to reduce his average
consumption and to enhance his responsiveness. We provide a closed-form solution for
the optimal contract in the linear case. We show that the optimal contract has a rebate
form where the initial condition of the consumption serves as a baseline and where the
consumer is charged a price for energy and a price for volatility. The first-best price for en-
ergy is a convex combination of the marginal cost and the marginal value of energy, where
the weights are given by the risk-aversion ratios, and the first-best price for volatility is the
risk-aversion ratio times the marginal cost of volatility. The second-best price, for energy
and volatility, is a decreasing nonlinear function of time inducing decreasing effort. The
price for energy is lower (respectively, higher) than the marginal cost of energy during
peak-load (respectively, off-peak) periods. We illustrate the potential benefits issued from
the implementation of an incentive mechanism on the responsiveness of the consumer by
calibrating our model with publicly available data.

Funding: This work was supported by the Finance for Energy Markets Research Centre, the Isaac
Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences [Grant EP/R014604/1.&#34], and Agence Nationale de
la Recherche [Grants ANR-15-CE05-0024-02, ANR-16-CE05-0027].

Keywords: moral hazard • demand response • retail electricity markets

1. Introduction
The massive development of renewable energy sources, such as wind farms and solar panels, to reduce the
carbon emissions of electricity generation induced an urgent need for flexibility to cope with their intermit-
tency. An important source of flexibility lies in the consumption itself. Demand-side management techniques
based on the direct control of deferrable loads are actively studied and currently being developed (see Taylor
and Mathieu [36] for a survey). Nonetheless, because of growing concerns about the information a power
utility can get on consumers’ daily lives, alternative methods based on a contractual framework between a
utility and a pool of consumers have also seen a revival. This paper studies the use of demand response con-
tracts to achieve flexible power systems. In its general form, a demand response contract is an incentive
mechanism that allows the electricity provider to impact customers’ demand. For instance, a demand re-
sponse contract may offer a cheaper electricity tariff at the expense of much higher prices during some peri-
ods, at the discretion of the producer. Such periods, which typically correspond to high load days, are called
price events. An alternative form consists in giving a cash premium at the beginning of the year and then sub-
tracting the value of the energy consumed during price events (see Jessoe and Rapson [23] for an example).
For industrial customers, the contract is typically indexed on the difference between the energy consumed
and the energy they would have consumed had they not received any signal, that is, the baseline consump-
tion. This last form is referred to as peak-time rebate.
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Demand response mechanisms are a long-dated subject; see Tan and Varaiya [35] for a seminal model of inter-
ruptible contracts for a pool of consumers. The idea that a suitable combination of contracts can perform an optimal
consumption reduction is also at the heart of Kamat and Oren’s [24] model of exotic options to control consumption
reduction, and of the thorough study by Baldick et. al. [4] of the valuation and usage of different types of interrupt-
ible contracts to control load. More recently, Adelman and Uçkun [1] developed an equilibrium model aiming at
finding the optimal dynamic price that would take into account the consumer’s utility from electricity consumption
and studied different alternative dynamic pricing strategies. Although demand response mechanisms resort to con-
tract theory, this framework has been used, to our knowledge, only to formulate the enrolment of customers in de-
mand response programs as an adverse selection problem. This idea can be traced back to the work of Fahriog̃lu
and Alvarado [14] on incentive compatible demand response programs. It has been recently employed in the work
of Crampes and Léautier [11] to design suitable baseline consumption reference, and by Aizenberg et. al. [2] and
Alasseur et al. [3] for peak-load pricing.

The first objective of demand response programs is to incite consumption reduction during peak-load periods.
Significant experiments have been conducted worldwide to assess the efficiency of such programs. Faruqui and
Sergici [15] document more than 30 trials that find positive effects of demand response incentives. Figure 1, ex-
tracted from their paper, shows the average consumption reduction. It can be observed that demand response
mechanisms do reduce average consumption in peak load but still exhibit a large variance, with an efficiency
ranging from 10% to 50%. With the development of renewable energy generation and its significant intermittency,
the capacity of demand response programs to achieve a consumption reduction with the appropriate regularity is
being questioned because of the limited responsiveness of consumers to price events.

The success of a demand response mechanism depends on the responsiveness of the pool of enrolled consum-
ers, that is, whether consumers do react to price events or not. But, when receiving a price signal, households
may give up their consumption reduction commitments because of some everyday life constraints (see Torriti
[38] for a sociological analysis of households’ energy consumption behaviour). Because of a need for more effi-
cient and targeted responses to demand reduction, the recent literature on demand response pays more attention
to the variance of consumer responses. Experiments report that the level of reduction during peak-time events is
significant, but suffers from a large heterogeneity of consumer responses, thus inducing a large variance. In the
recent Low Carbon London (LCL) pricing trial, Carmichael et al. [8, section 4.3, figure 4.9] report consumers’ re-
actions to a high price event that ranged from –200 W to +200 W for a consumption of an order of magnitude
of 1,000 W. Mathieu et al. [31, table 6] report that a furniture store with a peak demand of 1,300 kW reduced, on
average, its consumption by 78 kW, with a standard deviation of 30 kW. Furthermore, we see the development
of demand response programs aiming at providing a targeted demand reduction with a given probability of suc-
cess (see Kuppannari et al. [27], Kwac and Rajagopal [28]).

Figure 1. Household response to dynamic pricing of electricity.

Source. Faruqui and Sergici [15].
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Our starting point is to relate the large variance observed in demand response experiments to a moral
hazard problem. Because the consumption during price events is random, it is not possible to know whether the
observed consumption is the result of a truly devoted effort by the consumers or whether it is the effect of
pure chance.

Whereas all of the existing literature on demand response program analyses some particular form of contract,
we address in the present paper the important issue of their optimal design in a situation of moral hazard, and
we examine their efficiency. We formulate the mechanism design of demand response programs as a problem of
optimal contracting between a producer and one single consumer as a representative of a pool of homogeneous
customers.1 Both are possibly risk averse. We focus on one price event with a fixed duration. The producer has a
constant marginal cost of energy generation θ and is also subject to a constant marginal cost of the consumption
variability h. This direct cost of volatility captures the impact of intermittency on generation costs. It can be seen
as a continuous-time version of the Tsitsiklis and Xu [39] model in discrete time, where the authors consider not
only the generation cost of energy but also the cost of variation of generation between two time steps. The con-
sumer has also a constant marginal value of energy κ. He can reduce the average level of his consumption during
the demand response event by curtailing some electricity usages at the expense of some convex costs, differenti-
ated per usage. Besides, the representative consumer can also decrease the uncertainty on the reduction by pro-
viding more regular responses to the solicitations of the producer. Following our agent-based justification of
Section 2, the regularity of the responses within the pool of agents is naturally measured by the quadratic varia-
tion of the representative agent consumption. The producer observes the total consumption trajectory but has no
access to the consumer’s actions, efforts, or consumption per usage. It aims at finding the optimal contract that
best serves its utility criterion, given the optimal consumer’s response to the proposed contract. As common in
the principal–agent framework, the producer’s problem is subject to the consumer’s participation constraint.

We solve the optimal contracting problem following the dynamic programming technique of Sannikov [33]
and Cvitanić et al. [13]. A remarkable feature of our model is that the linear specification of the energy cost func-
tions leads to a completely explicit optimal contract, which turns out to be of the peak-time rebate form where
the initial level of the consumption serves as a baseline. The optimal contract uses a price for energy and a price
for volatility. Both prices are potentially functions of time. In the limiting case where the consumer is risk neutral,
the second-best contract achieves the first-best optimum, as is usual in optimal contract theory with moral haz-
ard. In this case, the consumer is charged for the energy at the marginal cost of energy and for the volatility at
the direct marginal cost of volatility. Furthermore, the price charged for volatility is simply a fraction of the direct
cost of volatility, where the fraction is given by the risk ratio between the producer and the consumer. Except for
the limiting risk-neutral consumer case, the risk-sharing process leads to charging the consumer at energy and
volatility prices different from their marginal costs.

Our explicit solution reveals more details about the contract. For instance, in contrast with off-peak periods,
during peak periods (κ < θ), the second-best contract fails to achieve the first-best optimum. Moreover, the pro-
ducer induces efforts to reduce the average consumption and to increase responsiveness. The second-best price
for energy is a nonlinear decreasing function of time, thus inducing a decreasing effort through time.

As another surprising effect, we find that under the optimal contract, the resulting consumption volatility may
decrease as required, but it may also increase depending on the risk aversion parameters of both actors. This can
be explained by the consumer’s risk aversion, which already implies a reduction of the consumption volatility
and illustrates how the risk-sharing process between the producer and the consumer allows the electric system
to bear more risk.

We illustrate the potential benefit from such a mechanism design by using the Low Carbon London data to cal-
ibrate the parameters of our model. We interpret this experiment as the implementation of the optimal contract-
ing model under no responsiveness incentives, that is, the consumer is incentivised only to reduce the average
level of his consumption. We find a potential important consumption volatility reduction and a significant in-
crease of the producer’s benefit for a small increase in the cost of effort from the consumer.

We finally examine the robustness of this result to the assumption of constant marginal cost and value of
energy. We implement a numerical approximation of the solution of the optimal contracting problem for a con-
cave consumer energy value function, and we perform the comparison with the corresponding linear contract
approximation. We find that the concavity of the energy value function of the consumer has a downward effect
on the benefit of the producer. The linear approximation of the energy value function exacerbates this downward
effect for strongly concave functions.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section 3 provides the first-best and second-
best optimal contracts and the optimal contract when no incentives on responsiveness are provided. Section 4
provides empirical results. Section 5 concludes.
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2. The Model
2.1. Representative Agent of a Pool of Consumers
We assume that the consumers are partitioned into different homogeneous pools of consumers, and we focus on
one of them. For instance, we may think of the residential consumers pool, the small firms pool, or the large in-
dustries pool.

Our objective is to describe a demand response experiment within this pool of consumers, i � 1, : : : , I, during
one single price event of duration T. The price event period [0,T] can be situated during a peak period or an
off-peak period of the day. Individual consumptions are observed in discrete time 0 � t0 <⋯< tN � T. Given the
current smart metering technologies, we may think of the time step Δtn :� tn − tn−1 as very small, for example, 30
minutes in the LCL experiment cited above.

The increments of individual consumptions is assumed to be described by the model

ΔXi
tj :� Xi

tj − Xi
tj−1 � −∑d

k�1
αk
tj−1η

i,k
tj +∑d

k�1
ρk
0ε

i,k
tj , (2.1)

where k � 1, : : : ,d indicates d different electricity usages; the random variables ηi,ktj are independent and identical-

ly distributed (i.i.d.) as Bernoulli variables with parameter pktj−1 ; the noise random variables εi,ktj are i.i.d. indepen-

dent of the ηi,ktj ’s with zero mean and unit variance; and ρk
0 > 0 are given noise intensity parameters. Here αk

tj−1 in-

dicates the intended effort of each agent of the pool, and ηi,k takes the value one or zero depending on whether
agent i indeed follows the intended effort; thus, pktj−1 represents the willingness to follow the intended effort and
is another decision variable under full control of the agent.

Direct manipulation provides the equivalent formulation with decision variables for the agent’s effort aktj−1 ≥ 0
and ρk

tj−1 > 0:

ΔXi
tj � −∑d

k�1
aktj−1 +

∑d
k�1

ρk
tj−1 ε̄

i,k
tj ,where aktj−1 :� pktj−1α

k
tj−1 , ρ

k
tj−1

( )2
:� ρk

0

( )2 + αk
tj−1

( )2
pktj−1 1− pktj−1

( )
, (2.2)

and ε̄i,ktj :� (ρk
tj−1)−1[ρk

0ε
i,k
tj + αk

tj−1(pktj−1 − ηi,ktj )] are i.i.d. random variables with mean zero and unit variance.
The last formulation is parameterised by the vector decision variables atj−1 and ρtj−1 , which represent the aver-

age decrease and the variance of the consumption, respectively. The objective of the demand response program,
which is to reduce consumption with high probability, can now be achieved by an action on the mean consump-
tion atj−1 and its variance |ρtj−1 |2. The first action addresses the level of consumption, whereas the second one ad-

dresses the responsiveness within the pool. The latter can be understood as the variability of responses within
the pool of homogeneous independent agents, as it may be computed by the interagent variance

1
I

∑I
i�1

ΔXi
tj −

1
I

∑I

ℓ�1
ΔXℓ

tj

( )2
� 1
I

∑I

i�1

∑d
k�1

ρk
tj−1 ε̄

i,k
tj

( )2
→

I→||infty
|ρtj−1 |2, a:s:, (2.3)

by the law of large numbers. The second action modelled by the coefficient ρ is induced by the randomisation
through the binomial random variables ηi,k, and thus represents the regularity of response of each individual
agent to the solicitations of the producer, an interpretation that will prevail throughout this paper, as we shall
summarise the action of the homogenous pool by that of a single representative agent. This action of the consumer
consists in the choice of an amount of effort to be exerted together with the probability of taking on such an effort.

Notice that the components of ρtj−1 cannot be identified from the observation of the total consumption of
each individual agent; only its norm |ρtj−1| is accessible.

We shall determine an optimal incentive scheme by modelling the interaction between the producer and the
representative consumer as a principal–agent moral hazard problem. To do this, we consider the continuous-
time version of (2.1) with a � αΔt and ρ � σ

				
Δt

√
:

dXt � −αt · 1dt+
∑d
k�1

σktdW
k
t :

The continuous-time setting is natural in the current problem, given the availability of high-frequency smart me-
ter data, and is in fact crucial for obtaining an explicit solution of the optimal contract. More importantly, the
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continuous-time setting offers a natural interpretation of the incentive instrument for the responsiveness incen-
tive due to the well known quadratic variation property

〈X〉t � lim
Δt↘0

∑
tj≤t
|Xi

tj − Xi
tj−1 |2 �

∫ t

0
|σs|2ds,

where the limit is in the probability sense. Notice that in contrast with (2.3), which expresses the responsiveness
in terms of the interagent variance of consumption, the last formula expresses the responsiveness in terms of the
intertemporal variance of consumption of a representative agent. Thus, the quadratic variation offers to the
producer access to the responsiveness of the pool |σt|2, as its computation is based on the observation of the indi-
vidual total consumption. Hence, it gives a tool to implement incentives on the responsiveness of consumers: by
answering with high probability the solicitations of the producer, the consumer induces a consumption with low
quadratic variation. This highlights a highly relevant feature of our model:

• the representative consumer chooses the responsiveness effort σt by fixing the regularity of effort;
• the producer has no access to this information in the discrete-time model (2.1) as it has no information on the

distribution induced by the unobservable agent effort;
• in the continuous-time version of the model, the quadratic variation of an individual consumption allows one

to identify the intensity |σt|2 of the responsiveness effort.
This explains why the quadratic variation plays a central role in the design of contracts with responsiveness

incentives.

Remark 2.1. It is important to notice that there is a natural subdivision of the noise in the individual agent con-
sumption into an idiosyncratic part, fundamentally related to the habits of a given consumer, and a part that is
common to all consumers, for instance, linked to weather conditions. Though it is true that the idiosyncratic part
should be averaged out for a large group of consumers, we would like to stress that we consider here a represen-
tative agent of a pool of homogeneous consumers. For this reason, there is no averaging out of noises, and the de-
composition of noises between idiosyncratic and common is not directly relevant for our model. We could of
course have added a common factor correlating the different Brownian motions Wk, but we did not pursue this
direction so as to not overcomplicate the model and distract from its inherent ability to improve responsiveness
in demand response programs.

2.2. The Consumer
As in the previous section, the (representative) agent aggregate consumption process is denoted by X � {Xt, t ∈
[0,T]} and is the canonical process of the space Ω of scalar continuous trajectories ω : [0,T] → R, that is, Xt(ω) :�
ω(t) for all (t,ω) ∈ [0,T] ×Ω. We denote by F :� {F t, t ∈ [0,T]} the corresponding filtration. The agent allocates
his electricity consumption between d different usages, for example, refrigerator, heating, air conditioning, etc.

We denote by U the collection of all control processes ν :� (α,β), that is to say, F-adapted processes, which take
values in appropriate subsets A ⊂ R

d
+ and B ⊂ [0, 1]d, respectively, inducing the controlled stochastic differential

equation2 driven by a d-dimensional Brownian motionW:

Xt � X0 −
∫ t

0
αs · 1ds+

∫ t

0
σ(βs) ·dWs, t ∈ [0,T], with σ(b) :� σ1

			
b1

√
,: : : ,σd

			
bd

√( )�
, (2.4)

for some initial condition X0 ∈ R and given parameters σ1, : : : ,σd > 0.
All of our utility criteria depend only on the distribution P

ν of the state process X corresponding to the effort
process ν. Let P be the collection of all such measures Pν. The agent enjoys a value f (X) � κX from the consump-
tion X.3 Moreover, his effort on the level and the responsiveness is costly. For the sake of simplicity, we shall con-
sider the following separable cost function:

c(ν) :� c1(α) + 1
2
c2(β), with c1(a) :� 1

2

∑d
k�1

a2k
μk
, and c2(b) :�

∑d
k�1

σ2j

λk
b−1k − 1
( )

,

for some μk,λk > 0, k � 1, : : : ,d. Notice that c is convex, increasing in a, and decreasing in b as the responsiveness
effort consists in reducing the volatility, thus reproducing the requested effects of increasing the marginal cost of
effort. Moreover, c1(0) � c2(1) � 0 captures the fact that there is no cost for making no effort.

For technical reasons, we need to consider bounded efforts

A :� [0,μ1Amax] ×⋯× [0,μdAmax] and B :� [ε, 1]d,
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for some constants Amax :� ε−1 > 0 and ε > 0. Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 below provide an explicit value ε̄ so that all
of our results are independent of ε as long as ε ≤ ε̄.

The execution of the contract starts at t � 0. The consumer receives the value ξ from the producer at time T.
The value ξ can be positive (payment) or negative (charge). The producer has no access to the consumer’s actions
and does not observe the consumer’s different usages of electricity. It observes only the overall consumption X.
Consequently, the compensation ξ can only be contingent on X; that is, ξ is FT-measurable. We denote by C0 the
set of FT-measurable random variables. The objective function of the consumer is then defined for all (ν,ξ) ∈ U ×
C0 by

JA ξ,Pν( ) :� E
P
ν

UA ξ+
∫ T

0
f Xs( ) − c νs( )( )

ds
( )[ ]

, where UA(x) :� −e−rx, (2.5)

for some constant risk-aversion parameter r > 0. It is implicitly understood that the limiting case where r tends to
zero corresponds to a risk-neutral consumer. The consumer’s problem is

VA(ξ) :� sup
P
ν∈P

JA(ξ,Pν), (2.6)

that is, maximising utility from consumption subject to the cost of effort. A control Pν̂ ∈ P will be called optimal if
VA(ξ) � JA(ξ,Pν̂). We denote by P?(ξ) the collection of all such optimal responses Pν̂. We finally assume that the con-
sumer has a reservation utility R0 ∈ R−, and we denote by L0 :� − 1

r log (−R0) the corresponding certainty equivalent.

2.3. The Producer
The producer (the principal) provides electricity to the consumer, and thus faces the generation cost of the pro-
duced energy, and the cost induced by the variation of production. Its performance criterion is defined by

JP(ξ,Pν) :� E
P
ν

U −ξ −
∫ T

0
g(Xs)ds − h

2
〈X〉T

( )[ ]
, with U(x) :� −e−px: (2.7)

Here, p > 0 is the constant absolute risk-aversion parameter, and g is taken to be linear, g(x) � θx.4 The parameter
h is a positive constant representing the direct marginal cost induced by the quadratic variation 〈X〉 of the con-
sumption. The higher the volatility of the consumption, the more costly it is for the producer to follow the load
curve. Note that because of risk aversion, even if h � 0, the producer bears also a disutility from volatility.

An FT-measurable random variable ξ will be called a contract, which we denote by ξ ∈ C, if it satisfies the addi-
tional integrability property

sup
P
ν∈P

E
P
ν[e−rmξ] + sup

P
ν∈P

E
P
ν[epmξ] < +∞, for some m > 1: (2.8)

This integrability condition guarantees that the consumer’s criterion, (2.5), and the principal’s, (2.7), are well de-
fined. Throughout this paper, we shall consider the two following standard contracting problems:

• First-best contracting corresponds to the benchmark situation where the producer has full power to impose a
contract to the consumer and to dictate the agent’s effort

VFB :� sup
(ξ,Pν)∈C×P

{ JP(ξ,Pν) : JA(ξ,Pν) ≥ R0}: (2.9)

• Second-best contracting allows the consumer to respond optimally to the producer’s offer. We follow the standard
convention in the principal–agent literature in the case of multiple optimal responses in P?(ξ), that the consumer im-
plements the optimal response that is the best for the producer. This leads to the second-best contracting problem

VSB :� sup
ξ∈Ξ

sup
P
ν∈P?(ξ)

JP(ξ,Pν), where Ξ :� {ξ ∈ C : VA(ξ) ≥ R0}, (2.10)

with the convention sup∅ � −∞, thus restricting the contracts that can be offered by the producer to those ξ ∈ C
such that P?(ξ)≠ ∅.

2.4. Consumer’s Optimal Response and Reservation Utility
We collect here some calculations related to the consumer’s optimal response that will be useful throughout this
paper. Following Cvitanić et al. [13], we introduce the consumer’s Hamiltonian:

H(z,γ) :� Hm(z) +Hv(γ), (z,γ) ∈ R
2, (2.11)
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where Hm and Hv are the components of the Hamiltonian corresponding to the instantaneous mean and volatility,
respectively,

Hm(z) :� − inf
a∈A

c1(a) + a · 1z{ } and Hv(γ) :� −1
2
inf
b∈B

c2(b) − γ|σ(b)|2
{ }

: (2.12)

Here, z represents the payment rate for a decrease of the consumption, and γ represents the payment rate for a
decrease of the volatility of the consumption. Both payment rates can be positive or negative. Given these pay-
ments, the consumer maximises the instantaneous rate of benefit given by the Hamiltonian to deduce the optimal
response â(z) on the drift and b̂(γ) on the volatilities. The following result collects the closed-form expression of
the optimal responses. We denote x− :� 0� (−x), x ∈ R.

Proposition 2.1 (Consumer’s Best Response). The optimal response of the consumer to an instantaneous payment rate
(z,γ) is

âj(z) :� μj(z− � Amax) and b̂j(γ) :� (1� (λjγ
−)−1

2)�ε, j � 1, : : : ,d,

so that, with μ̄ :� μ · 1, σ̂(γ) :� σ(̂b(γ)), ĉ1(z) :� c1(̂a(z)), and ĉ2(γ) :� c2(̂b(γ)),

Hm(z) � 1
2
μ̄(z− �Amax)2 and Hv(γ) � −1

2
ĉ2(γ) − γ|̂σ(γ)|2
( )

:

The payment z induces an effort of the consumer on all usages to reduce the average consumption deviation,
and this effort is inversely proportional to its cost 1=μi. The payment γ induces an effort only on the usages
whose cost 1=λj is lower than the payment. We hereafter let λ̄ :�maxjλj.

Because at this stage the intuition behind the payment rates z and Γ may not be clear, let us explain here con-
cisely their origin. The general methodology of Cvitanić et al. [13], based on Sannikov [33], allows us to prove
that there is no loss of generality in considering the subclass of contracts ξ � Yy0,Z,Γ

T , where

Yy0,Z,Γ
t :� y0 +

∫ t

0
ZsdXs + 1

2

∫ t

0
Γs + rZ2

s
( )

d〈X〉s −
∫ t

0
(H(Zs,Γs) + f (Xs))ds, t ∈ [0,T],

for a given pair of processes (Z,Γ) and constant y0 ∈ R. Though we refer the reader to Section A.3 of the appendix
for mode details on this specific form of contract, it is that theoretical result which justifies the introduction of the
payment rates.

We next provide the following characterisation of the consumer’s behaviour without contract.

Proposition 2.2 (Consumer’s Behaviour Without a Contract). Let f (x) � κx, x ∈ R, for some κ ≥ 0, and ε < ε̄0 :� 1� (κT				
rλ̄

√
)−1. Then, the consumer’s value function without a contract is independent of ε and is given by VA(0) �UA(ℓ0), where

ℓ0 � κX0T +E0(T) and E0(T) :�
∫ T

0
Hv(γ(t))dt, γ(t) :� −rκ2(T− t)2:

The consumer’s optimal effort on the drift and on each volatility usage are, respectively,

a0 � 0 and b0j (t) :� 1�
1

κ(T − t) 				
rλj

√ , j � 1, : : : , d,

thus inducing an optimal P0 under which the deviation process follows the dynamics dXt � σ̂(b0(t)) ·dWt, for some
P
0-Brownian motion W.

Proof. See the appendix, Section A.1.

Notice that the consumer may optimally exert effort to reduce the volatility of his consumption even with-
out any contract compensation. This is consistent with his utility maximisation criterion. Notice also that we
do not here assume that the consumer will indeed produce efforts without a contract offered. The point is
that his optimal utility without a contract provides us with his reservation utility level: he would not accept
a contract that would provide him at least as much utility as the amount he could get by himself without a
contract.
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3. Main Results
We consider the case where

( f − g)(x) :� δx, x ∈ R, (3.1)

for some constant parameter δ :� κ−θ, hereafter called energy value discrepancy. The case δ ≥ 0 corresponds to
off-peak hours, whereas negative δ corresponds to peak-load hours.

3.1. First-Best Contract

Proposition 3.1 (First-Best Contract). Let ( f − g)(x) � δx and ε < ε̄1, where ε̄1 :� 1� (
																	
λ̄(h+ ρδ2T2)

√
)−1 � (δ−T)−1.

Then, the first-best contracting problem is independent of ε. Moreover,
i. the first-best value function VFB �U(v̄(0,X0) − L0), where

v̄(t,x) � δ(T − t)x+
∫ T

t
mFB(s)ds and mFB(t) :� 1

2
μ̄(δ−)2(T− t)2 +Hv(−h− ρδ2(T− t)2), ρ :� rp

r+ p
;

ii. the consumer’s optimal effort is given by

aFB(t) :� μδ−(T − t) and bFB(t) :� 1�
1																									

λj(h + ρδ2(T − t)2)
√ ,

thus inducing an optimal distribution PFB under which the deviation process follows the dynamics dXt � −μδ−(T − t) ·
1dt+ σ(bFB(t)) ·dWt, for some PFB-Brownian motion W; and

iii. the optimal first-best contract is given by

ξFB � L0 − κX0T +
∫ T

0
c(νt)dt +

∫ T

0
πE
FB(X0 − Xt)dt − 1

2

∫ T

0
πV
FBd〈X〉t,

where

πE
FB :� r

r + p
κ + p

r + p
θ, πV

FB :� p
r + p

h:

Proof. See the appendix, Section A.2.

The first-best contract admits the form of a rebate contract. It can be decomposed in two parts:

ξFFB :� L0 − κTX0, ξVFB :�
∫ T

0
c(νt)dt +

∫ T

0
πE
FB(X0 − Xt)dt − 1

2

∫ T

0
πV
FBd〈X〉t:

The term ξFFB provides the consumer with the certainty equivalent of his reservation decreased by the average
value of energy if no efforts are undertaken. The variable term ξVFB consists in first paying the exact amount of his
efforts that are here observable and enforceable and then providing a positive payment if the consumption Xt is
lower than its initial value X0 or if volatility decreases.

If the consumer is risk neutral, the first-best contract transfers all the uncertainty of the generation cost to the
consumer, as is standard in the moral hazard optimal contract framework. The first-best price for energy πE

FB is
simply the sum of the energy values for the consumer and the producer, weighted by their risk aversion. The
first-best price for the responsiveness πV

SB is a constant fraction of the direct cost of volatility if the consumer is
risk averse, and it is constant. As a consequence, we see that a contract that would be indexed only on the infor-
mation of the cost function of the producer, as proposed by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in Order
719, is optimal only in the case when the consumer is risk neutral (for discussions of this topic, see Brown and
Sappington [7], Chao [9], Hogan [19, 20]). The economic intuition that the marginal cost of generation triggers a
socially optimal response is correct only if the consumer is risk neutral. If not, the consumers needs a compensa-
tion payment for the risk he takes in the contract.

Regarding the induced behaviour of the consumer on the volatilities, reduction is performed only on those
usages for which the marginal cost of effort measured by 1=λj is lower than the marginal cost of volatility for the
producer measured by h+ ρδ2(T− t)2. Responsiveness is triggered by the mere comparison of h and the λj in two
cases: either one of the actors is risk neutral or they agree on the energy value (δ � 0).
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3.2. Second-Best Contract

Proposition 3.2 (Second-Best Contract). Let ( f − g)(x) � δx, and assume in addition that ε < ε̄2 :� 1� (
																	
λ̄(h+ rδ2T2)

√
)−1

� (δ−T)−1. Then, the second-best contracting problem is independent of ε. Moreover, we have the following:
i. The producer’s second-best value function is VSB �U(v(0,X0) − L0), with certainty equivalent function

v(t,x) � δ(T− t)x+
∫ T

t
mSB(s)ds,

where

mSB(t) :� 1
2
μ̄δ2(T− t)2 − inf

z∈R μ̄(z− + δ(T− t))2 −Hv(−q(z))
{ }

and q(z) :� h+ rz2 + p z− δ(T − t)( )2:
ii. The optimal payment rates are the deterministic functions

zSB(t) :� Argmin
z∈R μ̄(z− + δ(T − t))2 −Hv(−q(z))

{ }
and γSB(t) :� −q(zSB(t)):

iii. The second-best optimal contract is given by ξSB � ξFSB + ξVSB, where

ξFSB :� L0 − κTX0 −
∫ T

0
H(zSB,γSB)(t)dt, ξVSB :�

∫ T

0
πE
SB(t)(X0 −Xt)dt− 1

2

∫ T

0
πV
SB(t)d〈X〉t,

and

πE
SB(t) :� κ+ z′SB(t), πV

SB(t) :� h+ p(zSB(t) − δ(T − t))2:
iv. The induced dynamics of the consumption reduction is

dXt � −̂a(zSB(t))dt + σ̂(γSB(t)) · dWt,

for some PSB-Brownian motion W.

Proof. See the appendix, Section A.3.

The second-best optimal contract has the form of a rebate contract as in the first-best case. But now the producer
can no longer charge in the variable part of the contract the real cost of the consumer’s effort, which is not observ-
able. Instead it charges in the fixed part of the contract the net benefit of his optimal efforts, given by the integral
of the consumer’s Hamiltonian for optimal incentives (zSB,γSB). If the consumer is risk neutral, it holds that

ξVSB �
∫ T

0
θ(X0 −Xt)dt− 1

2

∫ T

0
hd〈X〉t:

The optimal prices are the marginal costs of energy and volatility. Apart from this limiting case, the optimal price
for energy is a decreasing nonlinear function of time, thus inducing a decreasing effort (see Section 4 for
illustration).

Demand response contracts written in rebate form are prone to baseline manipulation.5 If we define baseline
manipulation as an artificial increase of the baseline consumption to obtain a higher utility, then the optimal con-
tract given in Proposition 3.2 does not suffer from this drawback. In this case, whatever the initial consumption
level X0 used as a baseline, the consumer gets no more than the requested participation level defined by the cer-
tainty equivalent L0.

Remark 3.1. We observe that the contract ξsb exhibits an incentive to responsiveness through the term∫ t
0
πV
SB(t)d〈X〉t, which involves the quadratic variation of the consumption of the representative agent. We recall

from the discussion at the end of Section 2.1 that the quadratic variation 〈X〉t captures the same information as
the variance of responses among the pool of consumers; see (2.3). We recall that this is a consequence of our as-
sumption of independence between the actions of the individual consumers on one hand and of the indepen-
dence of the action of each single consumer at each time step on the other hand. An important consequence is
the possible implementability of the second-best contract by contracting on the basis of the individual’s level of
consumption and the interagent variance of consumption, or, equivalently, the intertemporal variance of
consumption.

In peak periods, the second-best payment rates are obtained up to a scalar optimisation (Proposition 3.2ii).
During off-peak periods, it is possible to obtain more explicit results.
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Corollary 3.1. Suppose ( f − g)′ � δ ≥ 0 and ε < ε̄2. Then we have the following:
i. The optimal payment rates are deterministic functions of time given by

zSB(t) � p
r + p

δ(T − t) andγSB(t) � −h − ρ δ2(T − t)2,

and the second-best optimal contract of Proposition 3.2iii is defined by the constant prices

πE
SB :� r

r + p
κ + p

r + p
θ and πV

SB :� h + ρ
r

r + p
δ2(T − t)2:

ii. The consumer’s optimal effort on the drift and the volatility of the consumption deviation are

â(zSB(t)) � 0 and b̂j(γSB(t)) � 1�
1																									

λj(h + ρδ2(T − t)2)
√ , t ∈ [0,T],

so that the optimal response of the consumer induces the optimal probability distribution P
SB such that dXt � σ̂(γSB) ·dWt,

for some PSB-Brownian motion W.

Proof. This is a direct application of Proposition 3.2 by observing that the minimiser zSB can be computed explic-
itly when δ ≥ 0. Indeed, zSB is obtained by min {M(+),M(−)}, where

M(+) :�min
z≥0 μ̄s2 −Hv(−h− rz2 − p(z− s)2), M(−) :�min

z≤0 μ̄(s− z)2 −Hv(−h− rz2 − p(z− s)2)
�min

z≥0 μ̄(z+ s)2 −Hv(−h− rz2 − p(z+ s)2),

and s :� δ(T − t). Notice that for s,z ≥ 0, we have (z+ s)2 ≥ s2 ≥ (z− s)2. As Hv is increasing, this implies that
M(+) ≤M(−), and therefore zSB is the minimiser of M(+). By using the fact that Hv is increasing, we see that zSB is
the minimiser of rz2 + p(z− s)2 � (r+ p)(z− rs

r+p)2 − r2s2
r+p on {z ≥ 0}, thus leading to zSB � rs

r+p. Q.E.D.

During off-peak periods, the consumer is not incentivised to reduce his consumption because the price for en-
ergy πE

SB is lower than its value for the consumer κ. But, the consumer is still required to reduce his consumption
volatility. The price of volatility πV

SB is still a decreasing nonlinear function of time inducing decreasing effort and
is potentially higher than the direct marginal cost of volatility for the producer at the initial time. Thus, there is
an interest for responsiveness incentives even in off-peak periods. This is consistent with the observation of nega-
tive prices in off-peak hours of day-ahead markets that translates the need of producers for a more regular con-
sumption to cope with the intermittency of renewable energy.

Furthermore, the risk-sharing process between the producer and the consumer may lead to an increase in the
observed volatility of consumption. Consider the limiting case where δ � 0 and h � 0. The optimal payment γSB
is thus null. The producer does not provide any incentive for responsiveness, even if both players are risk averse.
In this situation, the observed volatility is equal to the nominal volatility. But, it might happen that this quantity
is greater than the observed volatility before contracting. If the consumer is sufficiently risk averse, he might
have performed some efforts to reduce the nominal volatility. In fact, there is a large set of parameter values for
which the producer is taking the volatility risk for the consumer. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2.
From a risk-sharing point of view, this means that optimal contracting allows the system to bear more risk. This
remark takes all its meaning in a context where more consumers are holding local electricity generation sources,
like solar panels. Demand response contracts providing incentives for responsiveness may allow consumers
with local intermittent electricity generation to renounce to the installation of load smoothing devices such as
batteries.

3.3. Comparisons
To assess the benefits from responsiveness incentives, we study the case where the producer provides incentives
only on the average consumption. We consider the problem (2.10) of the producer where the contracts are limited to
incentives indexed on the observed consumption and not on its volatility. The proof of Proposition 3.3 in Section
A.4 of the appendix gives a precise meaning of this subclass of contracts. We denote by VSBm the value of the pro-
ducer’s problem in this case. In this situation, the behaviour of the consumer without contracting is still as given by
Proposition 2.2.
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Proposition 3.3 (Second-Best Without Responsiveness Incentives). Assume that f − g � δx. Then, we have the following:
i. VSBm �U(w(0,X0) − L0) where

w(t,x) � δ(T− t)x+
∫ T

t
mSBm(s)ds,

and

mSBm(t) :� 1
2
μ̄δ2(T − t)2 − 1

2
(q(zSBm)|σ|2 + μ̄(z−SBm

+ δ(T− t))2),
with q(z) :� h+ rz2 + p(z− δ(T− t))2:

ii. The second-best optimal payment rate is zSBm(t) �Λδ(T − t) withΛ :� p|σ|2+μ̄1{δ<0}
(p+r)|σ|2+μ̄1{δ<0} :iii. The second-best optimal contract is given by ξSBm � ξFSBm

+ ξVSBm
, where

ξFSBm
� L0 − κTX0 + 1

2

∫ T

0
rz2SBm

(t)|σ|2dt−
∫ T

0
Hm(zSBm(t))dt, ξVSBm

�
∫ T

0
πE
SBm

(X0 −Xt)dt,

and the price for energy, πE
SB, and the price for volatility, π

V
SBm

, are given by

πE
SBm

:� (1−Λ)κ+Λθ, πV
SBm

:� 0:

Proof. A PDE characterisation of the principal’s problem in the uncontrolled volatility setting is provided
in Section A.4 of the appendix. Our explicit solution is directly obtained by verifying that this partial differential
equation is uniquely solved by a function of the form U(A(t)x+B(t)) with functions A and B in closed
form. Q.E.D.

The price for energy πE
SBm

is still a weighted sum of the value of energy for the consumer and the producer.
Besides, it holds that

πE
FB −πE

SBm
:� Λ− p

r+ p

( )
︸���︷︷���︸

≥0

δ:

During the off-peak period (δ > 0), the second-best price is lower than the first-best optimum. During the peak-
load period, the producer pays or charges a price greater than the social optimum.

We turn now to the measure of the welfare loss due to the information rent of the consumer because of his hid-

den actions. Define the informational rent as I :� − 1
p log

VFB

VSB

( )
. The proof of the following proposition giving the

value of the information is found in the appendix, Section A.5.

Figure 2. (Color online) Total volatility of consumption deviation under the optimal contract as a function of h and p,
compared with the total volatility without a contract (flat surface). Parameter values are as follows: two usages, T � 1, μ
� (2, 5), σ � (5, 2), λ � (0:5,0:1), κ � 5, and δ � 3.
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Proposition 3.4 (Comparisons). Assume that f − g � δx and ε ≤min{ε̄1; ε̄2}. Then we have the following:
i. If δ ≥ 0, then there is no informational rent, I � 0 and ξSB � ξFB.
ii.When δ ≤ 0 and h+ rδ2T2 ≤ 1

λ̄ , the informational rent is

I � δ2T3r2

6(p+ r)
1

1
|σ|2 +

p+r
μ̄

:

During the off-peak period, there is no information rent. The optimal contract implements the same efforts as
would the social planner, leading to the same reduction of volatility. In this situation, the producer’s objective is
to reduce only the volatility and not the expected consumption. He can achieve this objective with the two pay-
ment rates zSB and γSB. During peak periods, this is no longer the case. The two payment rates are constrained by
one another because the payment rate on the volatility is a deterministic function of the payment rate on the drift.
Note that the information rent remains positive in the case ii even if there is only one usage. The intuition is that
if there is only one usage, the producer can recover the effort by observing the quadratic variation and thus en-
force optimal effort on the volatility. Nevertheless, this is not enough to enforce the first best, as the efforts on the
drift remain unobservable to the producer.

4. Numerical Illustration
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the potential gains from the implementation of a responsiveness incentive
mechanism, both in terms of increase in the consumer’s response to price events and of benefits for the producer. We
calibrate our model on the publicly available data set of the Low Carbon London pricing trial to get a consistent order
of magnitude for our model parameters. We concentrate on a peak period of the day. We make the hypothesis that
the LCL experiment corresponds to the implementation of an optimal contract without responsiveness incentives
with one usage per consumer. All parameters can then be estimated at the exception of the marginal costs of volatility
reduction (1=λj), for which no experiment has ever been designed to allow for its estimation. We define thus a conser-
vative nominal value by maximising the cost of effort to reduce volatility. The details of the calibration process that
leads to the nominal value of the model parameters in Table 1 are provided in the appendix (see Section A.6 and
Table A.1).

Table 1. Nominal values of the parameters.

T h κ θ p r σ μ λ
(h) (p/kW2h) (p/kWh) (p/kWh) (p–1) (p–1) (W/h1=2) (kW2h–1p–1) (p−1 kW2h)

5.5 4.0 10– 4 11.76 67.2 0:6 10−2 0:57 10−2 85 9.3 10−5 2:8 10−2

Figure 3. (Color online) Results of a simulation for a peak period of the day of T � 5.5 hours. The left panel shows prices for en-
ergy: first best, πE

FB; second best without responsiveness incentive, πE
SBm

; and second best, πE
SB(t). The right panel shows prices for

volatility: first best, πV
FB, and second best, πV

SB(t).
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Figure 3 illustrates the corresponding different energy and volatility prices defined in Section 3 for a peak
period of the day. The second-best prices for energy and volatility are decreasing nonlinear functions of time,
which significantly differs from the marginal costs of energy θ and volatility h and also from their first-best
counterparts.

4.1. Responsiveness Incentive Estimated Benefit
Table 2 gives the results of our model for the nominal values of the parameters in three cases: the first best,
the second best with responsiveness incentive, and the second best without responsiveness incentive. The
second best without responsiveness incentive achieves approximately 75% of the potential consumption
reduction (40 W compared with the first-best optimum of 52.15 W) and 80% of the potential producer cer-
tainty equivalent benefit (5.4 pence compared with the first best of 6.76 pence). But, the second best with-
out responsiveness incentive exhibits a standard deviation in responses that is nearly the double that of
the first best.

When implementing responsiveness incentives, the second-best contract leads to a small but significant im-
provement of the average consumption reduction (12.5%) and of the producer’s certainty equivalent benefit
(15%). Its main success consists in dividing by more than two the standard deviation of responses. This effect is
the result of a 40% increase in the effort of the consumer (6.56 compared with 4.68 pence).

Finally, we notice that it would be socially optimal to reduce less the volatility and more the average consump-
tion than what the second-best contract achieves.

Figure 4 presents a sensitivity analysis of the producer’s certainty equivalent benefit and of the volatility re-
duction induced by the responsiveness incentives as functions of the duration of the price event T and the energy
value discrepancy |δ| � θ− κ. The producer certainty equivalent benefit gain is given by (v(0, 0) −w(0, 0))=w(0, 0),
where we have normalised the initial level of consumption to zero. The large dot represents the nominal situa-
tion, the results for which are given in Table 2.

We observe that there is a threshold of values of energy value discrepancy and price event duration under
which no benefit should be expected from the responsiveness incentives (Figure 4, left panel). The lower the en-
ergy value discrepancy, the longer the price event should last to ensure a significant benefit of responsiveness
control. The incentive on volatility needs time or a large energy value discrepancy to show its benefits. On the
other hand, the reduction of volatility is less prone to this dependence on the energy value discrepancy. Even
modest values of |θ| can induce substantial reduction of volatility for a price event of eight hours (Figure 4, right
panel).

We conclude these numerical illustrations by showing the influence of the duration of the price event T on the
decomposition of the payment between the fixed part and the random part as defined in Propositions 3.2 and
3.3. Figure 5 gives the certainty equivalent of the second-best payments ξSB, ξ

F
SB, ξ

V
SB and their counterparts with-

out responsiveness incentive ξSBm , ξ
F
SBm

, ξVSBm
. The total payment with or without responsiveness incentive is posi-

tive and increases when the duration of the effort becomes large (Figure 5, left). As expected, the payment with
responsiveness control is larger because it requires more effort from the consumer. The interesting result comes
from the decomposition of the contract between its fixed and its variable parts. The producer charges a larger
fixed part when implementing a responsiveness incentive (Figure 5, middle), but provides a higher variable part
(Figure 5, right). The implementation of regular responses from the consumer starts by charging him a lot more
but also by rewarding him a lot more in the case of an appropriate result. The longer the consumer is asked
to make an effort, the larger the difference between the payments of the two possible contracts. As a general

Table 2. Costs in pence and consumption and standard deviation in watts.

First best Second best with responsiveness Second best without responsiveness

Cost of effort c1 5.97 5.97 4.68
Cost of effort c2 0.40 0.59 0
Total cost of effort 6.37 6.56 4.68
Producer’s certainty equivalent benefit 6.76 6.21 5.40
Average consumption reduction 52.15 45.17 40.00
Standard deviation of reduction 46.49 39.61 85.06
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principle, we may say that if a principal wants to induce regular results from an agent on a long-term basis,
she should first reduce his income compared with his peers, but then pay him much more in the case of
success.

4.2. Robustness Analysis
We study in this section the robustness of the hypothesis of a linear value of energy for the consumer f (x) � κx.
We consider the following specification of the function f:

f (x) � κ
1− e−k1x

k1
, (4.1)

so that, for small values of κ1, we recover the linear case with f (x) ≈ κx, and for increasing k1, the generation cost
functions becomes more concave.

Furthermore, we consider the situation of two and four usages instead of a single one. In this case, we split the
parameters μ, λ, and σ of the nominal situation provided by Table 1 with the vector of weight (1=4, 3=4) for the
two-usage case and (1=8, 1=8, 1=2, 1=4) for the four-usage case. The choice of the vector of weights is guided by
the idea of making a contrasted difference between usages.

We compute the numerical solution of the PDE of the second-best optimal contract with responsiveness incen-
tive and nonlinear energy value and generation given in Proposition A.3i. The PDE was solved using a standard
finite difference method together with an implicit Euler scheme. Figure 6 provides the resulting producer’s cer-
tainty equivalent benefit (dotted lines) compared with the benefit obtained when sending to the consumer the

Figure 5. (Color online) (Left) Total payments ξSB (solid line) and ξSBm (dashed line), (middle) fixed parts ξFSB (solid line) and
ξFSBm

(dashed line), and (right) variable parts ξVSB (solid line) and ξFSBm
(dashed line) as functions of the price event duration T in

pence.

Figure 4. (Color online) (Left) Producer’s benefit from responsiveness control (v(0,0) −w(0, 0))=w(0, 0) and (right) the percent-
age of volatility reduction between the second-best and the second-best without responsiveness incentive as a function of the
price event duration T and the absolute value of the energy value discrepancy δ. All values are in percentages.
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second-best contract with the linear approximation of the energy value function (4.1) and given by Proposition
3.2i (solid lines). In both cases, the initial condition of the contract is given by the reservation utility of the con-
sumer given by Proposition A.1, with f being given by relation (4.1). Thus, Figure 6 measures the loss of benefit
issued from the linear approximation of the energy value function f of the consumer.

Without surprise, we observe that the greater the concavity of the energy value function, the more the linear
approximation induces a loss of benefit for the producer. In the case of one usage only, a fivefold multiplication
of the concavity of f leads to a loss of one pence out of four. The introduction of more usages has two effects: a
general decrease of benefit independent of the linearisation of the energy value function f and an effect induced
by the linearisation. The linear approximation of concavity can reduce by half the benefit of the producer.

Figure 7 shows the total volatilities under the second-best contract with the nonlinear energy value function f
and the second-best optimal contract with its linear approximation. We observe that concavity increases the gap
between the reduction of volatility that could be obtained with the nonlinear energy value function and its linear
approximation. Nevertheless, the second-best contract with the linear approximation of f still succeeds in achiev-
ing a significant decrease of the volatility before contracting, even with an increasing number of usages.

5. Conclusion
We presented in this paper a new point of view on the demand response contract using the moral hazard prob-
lem in a principal–agent framework and showed how it makes it possible to reduce average consumption while
improving the responsiveness of the consumer. We provided a closed-form expression for the optimal contract
in the case of constant marginal cost and value of energy. We showed that the optimal contract has a rebate form
and that the prices for energy and volatility differ from their marginal costs or values. We also showed how the
optimal contract allows the system to bear more risk. The calibration of our model to pricing trial data predicts
that making the consumers aware that regular responses have a value for the producer will lead to more efficient

Figure 6. (Color online) Producer certainty equivalent benefit with one (left), two (middle), and four (right) usages with the
linear approximation of f (solid lines) and with the nonlinear f (dotted lines).

Figure 7. (Color online) Volatilities (watts) with one (left), two (middle), and four (right) usages with the linear approximation
of f (solid lines) and with the nonlinear f (dotted lines). The black dashed line gives the volatility of the consumption without a
contract.
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demand response programs. These predictions are testable. If our claim is true, the indexing of the payment to
consumer on their regularity of consumption across price events should deeply enhance the efficiency of demand
response programs.
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Appendix. Technical Proofs

A.1. Consumer’s Behaviour Without Contract
In order to prove Proposition 2.2, we start with the following characterisation of the consumer’s reservation utility.

Proposition A.1. Assume that f is concave, nondecreasing, and Lipschitz. Then the following hold:
i. The consumer reservation utility is concave in X0 and is given by R0 � −e−rE(0,X0), where the corresponding certainty equivalent E is a

viscosity solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation

∂tE+Hv(Exx − rE2
x) + f � 0, on [0,T) × R, and E(T,x) � 0, x ∈ R, (A.1)

with growth controlled by |E(t,x)| ≤ C(T− t)|x|, for some constant C.
ii. Assume that the PDE (A.1) has a C1,2 solution E, with growth controlled by |E(t,x)| ≤ C(T− t)|x|, for some constant C. Then the opti-

mal effort of the consumer is defined by the feedback controls

a0 :� 0 and b0j :� 1� (λj(Exx − rE2
x))−

1
2 � ε, j � 1, : : : ,d:

Proof. For part i, because f is increasing, the consumer has no reason to make an effort on the drift of consumption deviation,
as no compensation is offered for this costly effort. However, this argument does not apply to the effort on the volatility, be-
cause of the consumer’s risk aversion. As the consumer has constant risk-aversion utility with parameter r, her reservation
utility reduces to

R0 :� sup
P
(0,β)∈P

E
P
(0,β)

−e
−r
∫ T

0
f (Xt) − 1

2
c2(βt)

( )
dt

[ ]
: (A.2)

The concavity of R0 in the initial data X0 is a direct consequence of the concavity of f and the convexity of c2. By standard sto-
chastic control theory, it follows that R0 � R(0,X0), where the function R is the dynamic version of the reservation utility,
with final value R(T,x) � −1, and is a viscosity solution of the corresponding HJB equation

0 � ∂tR− rf R+ sup
b∈(0,1]d

1
2
(|σ(b) 2Rxx + rc2(b)R

∣∣ ) � ∂tR− rfR− rRHv
Rxx

−rR
( )

:

Denote by Xt,x
s :� x+Xs−t the shifted canonical process started from initial data (t, x). As f is Lipschitz, notice that

R(t,x) ≥ E
P
0,1 −e

−r
∫ T

t
f Xt,x

s( )ds⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≥ −EP

0,1
er| f ′|∞

∫ T

t
|Xt,x

s | ds− r(T− t)f (0)
[ ]

≥ −EP
0,1

er| f ′|∞((T− t)|x| +
∫ T

t
|Xt,0

s |ds) − r(T− t)f (0)
[ ]

≥ −C1er|f ′|∞(T−t)|x|,

where

C1 :� E
P
0,1

e
r|f ′|∞

∫ T

0
|Xt,0

s |ds)−r(T−t)f (0)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ <∞,

because Xt,0
s is a centred Gaussian random variable for all s ∈ [t,T]. As c2 ≥ 0, we also have

Table A.1. Nominal values for model parameters.

T h δ p r σ μ λ
(h) (p/kW2h) (p/kWh) (p–1) (p–1) (W/h1=2) (kW2h–1p–1) (p−1 kW2h)

5.5 4.0 10–4 −55.44 0:6 10−2 0:57 10−2 85 9.3 10−5 2:8 10−2
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R(t,x) ≤ sup
P
(0,β)∈P

E
P
0,β −e

−r
∫ T

t
f (Xt,x

s )ds
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ � E
P
0,1 −e

−r
∫ T

t
f (Xt,x

s )ds
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≤ −C2e−r|f
′ |∞(T−t)|x|,

where

C2 :� E
P
0,1

e
−r|f ′ |∞

∫ T

0
|Xt,0

s |ds)−r(T−t)f (0)⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ <∞,

by the same argument as before.
Then, the certainty equivalent function E, defined by R �:− e−rE, satisfies the PDE (A.1), and has growth controlled by

E(t,x) ≤ (C1�C2)(T− t)|x].
To prove part ii, we now assume that the PDE (A.1) has a C1,2 solution E with growth controlled by |E(t,x)| ≤ C(T− t)|x|.

Then R̂ :� −e−rE is also C1,2([0,T] × R). Letting Kβ
t :� e−r

∫ t
0
( f (Xs)−1

2c2(βs))ds and Tn :� inf {t > 0 : |Xt −X0| ≥ n}, we compute by
Itô’s formula that for all P(0,β) ∈ P,

R̂(0,X0) � E
P
0,β

Kβ
Tn
R̂ Tn,XTn

( )−∫ Tn

0
Kβ
t ∂tR̂ + 1

2
|σ(βt)|2Exx − r f − 1

2
c2(βt)

( )
R̂

( )
(t,Xt)dt

[ ]
≥ E

P
0,β

Kβ
Tn
R̂(Tn,XTn )

[ ]
→

n→+∞ E
P
0,β

Kβ
TR̂(T,XT)

[ ]
� E

P
0,β −Kβ

T

[ ]
,

where the local martingale part verifies that EP
0,β ∫ Tn

0
Kβ
t R̂x(t,Xt)σ(βt)dWt

[ ]
� 0, by the fact that R̂x is bounded on [0,Tn] and

σ(β) is bounded. The second inequality follows from the PDE satisfied by R̂, and the last limit is obtained by using the control
on the growth of R together with the final condition R̂(T, :) � −1. By the arbitrariness of P

(0,β) ∈ P, this implies that
R̂(0,X0) ≥ R0.

To prove equality, we now observe from Proposition 2.1 that by choosing b0(t,x) :� b̂(Exx −E2
x)(t,x), as defined in

Proposition 2.1, the (unique) inequality in the previous calculation is turned into an equality provided that the stochastic dif-
ferential equation dXt � σ(b(t,Xt))dWt has a weak solution. This, in turn, is implied by the fact that the function σ◦b is bound-
ed and continuous; see Karatzas and Shreve [25, theorem 5.4.22 and remark 5.4.23]. Consequently, R̂(0,X0) � R0, and (a0,b0)
are optimal feedback controls. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 2.2. The value VA(0) is concave in X0 and is given by VA(0) � −e−rE(0,X0), where the corresponding
certainty equivalent E is a viscosity solution of the HJB equation

−∂tE � f +Hv(Exx − rE2
x) on [0,T) × R, and E(T,x) � 0, x ∈ R: (A.3)

By directly plugging the guess E(t,x) � C(t)x+E0(t) in the PDE (A.3), we obtain

C′(t)x+E′
0(t) +Hv(−rC2(t)) + κx � 0, with C(T) � E0(T) � 0:

This entails C(t) � κ(T− t) and E0(t) � ∫ T
t
Hv(−rC2(s))ds, 0 ≤ t ≤ T. Finally the expression of the maximiser b0 follows from

Proposition 2.1. Because this smooth solution of the PDE has the appropriate linear growth, we conclude from Proposition
A.1ii that it is indeed the value function inducing VA(0). Furthermore, because b0j (t) � 1� 1

κ(T−t) 			
rλj

√ , we have that

b0j (t) ≥ 1� 1
κT

			
rλ̄

√ . Q.E.D.

A.2. First-Best Contract
We now prove Proposition 3.1, which addresses the situation where the producer chooses both the contract ξ and the level of
effort of the consumer ν, under the constraint that the consumer’s satisfaction is above the reservation utility. Introducing a
Lagrange multiplier ℓ ≥ 0 to penalise the participation constraint, and applying the classical Karush–Kuhn–Tucker method,
we can formulate the producer’s first-best problem as

VFB � inf
ℓ≥0

−ℓR+ sup
(ξ,Pν)

E
P
ν [U(−ξ−Gν

T) + ℓUA(ξ+Kν
T)]

{ }
, (A.4)
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where Gν
T :� ∫ T

0
g(Xs)ds+ h

2 〈X〉T and Kν
T :� ∫ T

0
( f (Xs) − c(νs))ds. The first-order conditions in ξ are

−U′(−ξℓ −Gν
T) + ℓU

′
A(ξℓ +Kν

T) � 0:

In view of our specification of the utility functions, this provides the optimal contract payment for a given Lagrange multiplier
ℓ,

ξℓ :� 1
p+ r

ln
rℓ
p

( )
− p
p+ r

Gν
T −

r
p+ r

Kν
T: (A.5)

Substituting this expression in (A.4), we see that the principal’s first-best problem reduces to

VFB � inf
ℓ≥0

ℓ −R + 1 + r
p

( )
rℓ
p

( ) −r
r+p
V̄

( ){ }
, with V̄ :� sup

P
ν

E
P
ν −e

−ρ(
∫ T

0
((f−g)(Xt)−c(νt))dt−h

2〈X〉T)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,
and 1

ρ :� 1
r + 1

p. Notice that V̄ does not depend on the Lagrange multiplier ℓ. Then direct calculations lead to the optimal La-
grange multiplier and first-best value function

ℓ? :� p
r
V̄
R

( )1+p
r

, so that VFB � R
V̄
R

( )1+p
r

: (A.6)

This leads to the following proposition.

Proposition A.2. Assume that f – g is Lipschitz continuous and ε < ε̄1, where ε̄1 :� 1� (
																	
λ̄(h+ ρδ2T2)

√
)−1. Then, the first-best con-

tracting problem is independent of ε. Moreover, we have the following:
i. V̄ � −e−ρv̄(0,X0), where v̄ has growth |v̄(t,x)| ≤ C(T− t)|x|, for some constant C > 0, and is a viscosity solution of the PDE

−∂tv̄ � ( f − g) +Hm(v̄x) +Hv(v̄xx − ρv̄2x − h), on [0,T) × R, and v̄(T, :) � 0, (A.7)

so that, by (A.6), the first-best value function VFB �U(v̄(0,X0) − L0).
ii. If, in addition, v̄ is smooth, the optimal efforts to induce a reduction of the consumption deviation and of its volatility are given by

aFB(t,Xt) :� â(zFB(t,Xt)) and bFB(t,Xt) :� b̂(γFB(t,Xt)), t ∈ [0,T], (A.8)

where

zFB(t,x) :� v̄x(t,x), γFB(t,x) :� v̄xx(t,x) − ρv̄2x(t,x) − h, (t,x) ∈ [0,T] × R:

iii.Denoting νFB :� (aFB,bFB), the optimal first-best contract can be written as

ξFB � L0 − p
p+ r

v̄(0,X0) − r
p+ r

∫ T

0
( f (Xt) − c(νFB(t,Xt)))dt− p

p+ r

∫ T

0
g(Xt)dt+ h

2
〈X〉T:

Proof. By standard stochastic control theory, V̄ can be characterised by means of the corresponding HJB equation:

∂tV̄ − ρ( f − g)V̄ + sup
a∈A

−a · 1V̄x + ρc1(a)V̄{ }+ 1
2
sup
b∈B

|σ(b)|2(V̄xx + ρhV̄) + ρc2(b)
{ }

� 0,

V̄(T, :) � −1:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Setting V̄(t,x) � −e−ρv̄(t,x), we obtain by direct substitution the PDE satisfied by v̄:

−∂tv̄�� ( f − g) − inf
a∈A

a · 1v̄�x + c1(a){ } − 1
2
inf
b∈B

{c2(b) − |σ(b)|2(v̄�xx − ρv̄�2x − h)},
v̄(T,x) � 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ (A.9)

which coincides with the PDE in the proposition statement, by definition of the consumer’s Hamiltonian, (2.11). We next
prove the control on the growth of v. First, as the cost function c is nonnegative, we have

V̄ ≤ sup
P
ν

E
P
ν −e

−ρ(
∫ T

0
(f − g)(Xt)dt)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≤ sup

P
ν

E
P
ν −e

−ρ(( f−g)(X0)+| f ′−g′ |∞
∫ T

0
|Xt |dt)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ < −∞:

On the other hand, as the cost of no effort c(0, 1) � 0, it follows that

V̄ ≥ E
P
,1 −e

−ρ(
∫ T

0
(f − g)(Xt)dt)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≥ sup

P
ν

E
P
ν −e

−ρ(( f−g)(X0)−| f ′−g′ |∞
∫ T

0
|Xt |dt)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ > −∞:

This shows that eC1T|X0 | ≤ V̄ ≤ eC2T|X0 |, for some constants C1,C2 > 0, and therefore |E(0,X0)| ≤ (C1� C2)|x|T. By homogeneity of
the problem, we deduce the announced control on growth by simply removing the time origin to any t < T.
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Under smoothness assumptions, we follow the line of the verification argument of the proof of Proposition A.1 to prove
that the optimal consumer’s response derived in Proposition 2.1 is an optimal feedback control for the problem V̄. Using the

fact that VFB � R0
1
R0
e−ρ(v̄(0,X0))

( )p+r
r
and L0 � − 1

r log (−R0), one gets

VFB � −e−p(v̄(0,X0)−L0):

Finally, the expression of ξFB follows by direct substitution of the optimal Lagrange multiplier (A.6) in (A.5). Q.E.D.

In the case when ( f − g)(x) � δx, we make the guess that v̄(t,x) � δ(T− t)x+ ∫ t
0
m̄(s)ds satisfies the PDE (A.7) where

mFB(t) �Hm(δ(T− t)) +Hv(−h− ρδ2(T− t)2):
The value function v̄ satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition A.2 and the PDE (A.7). Rearranging the terms in the expression
of the first-best contract iii of Proposition A.2 leads to the form of the contract in Proposition 3.1. Furthermore, because
bFB(t) � 1� 1																

λj(h+ρδ2(T−t)2)
√ , we have that bFB(t) ≥ 1� 1

κT
												
λ̄(h+ρδ2T2)

√ , and this control is indeed in B. Furthermore, because aFB �
μδ−(T− t) and ε ≤ (δ−T)−1, we also have that aFB ∈ A.

A.3. Proof of Proposition 3.2
As the volatility induced by responsiveness effort is uniformly bounded above zero, and the level reduction effort is bounded,
we may follow the general methodology of Cvitanić et al. [13], based on Sannikov [33]. Let V be the collection of all pair pro-
cesses (Z,Γ) and constants y0 ∈ R, inducing the subclass of contracts ξ � Yy0,Z,Γ

T , where

Yy0,Z,Γ
t :� y0 +

∫ t

0
ZsdXs + 1

2

∫ t

0
(Γs + rZ2

s )d〈X〉s −
∫ t

0
(H(Zs,Γs) + f (Xs))ds, t ∈ [0,T]: (A.10)

We recall from Cvitanić et al. [13] that UA(Yy0,Z,Γ
t ) represents the agent’s continuation utility so that Yy0,Z,Γ

t is the time t value
of the agent’s certainty equivalent. This contract is affine in the level of consumption deviation X and the corresponding qua-
dratic variation 〈X〉, with linearity coefficients Z and Γ. The constant part

∫ T
0
(H(Zs,Γs) + f (Xs))ds represents the certainty

equivalent of the utility gain of the consumer that can be achieved by an optimal response to the contract, and is thus sub-
tracted from the principal’s payment, in agreement with the usual principal–agent moral hazard type of contract (see Laffont
and Martimort [29, chapter 4]). Furthermore, in the present setting, the risk aversion of the agent implies that the infinitesimal
payment ZtdXt must be compensated by the additional payment 1

2 rZ
2
td〈X〉t, so that, formally, the resulting impact of the pay-

ment ZtdXt on the agent’s expected utility is

exp −r ZtdXt + 1
2
rZ2

td〈X〉t
( )( )

− 1 ~ 1− r ZtdXt + 1
2
rZ2

td〈X〉t
( )

+ 1
2
r2Z2

td〈X〉t − 1 ~ −rZtdXt:

Under the optimal response of the consumer, the dynamics of the consumption deviation and the certainty equivalent of the
consumer are given by

XZ,Γ
t :� X0 −

∫ t

0
â(Zs) · 1ds +

∫ t

0
σ̂(Γs) · dWs,

YY0,Z,Γ
t � Y0 +

∫ t

0
(c(̂a(Zs), b̂(Γs)) − f (XZ,Γ

s ) + 1
2
rZ2

s |̂σ(Γs)|2)ds +
∫ t

0
Zsσ̂(Γs) · dWs,

so that the average rate of payment consists in paying back the consumer her costs minus benefit c – f and an additional com-
pensation for the risk taken by the consumer for bearing the volatility of consumption deviation. Note that the average rate of
payment can be positive or negative.

Remark A.1.
i. Assume that the producer proposes the contract ξ0 defined by y0 � − 1

r ln (−R0), Z � Γ ≡ 0, that is, ξ0 � − 1
r ln (−R0)−∫ T

0
f (Xν

t )dt, as the Hamiltonian satisfies here Hv(0) ≡ 0. Then, the optimal response of the consumer is obtained by solving the
utility maximisation problem

VA(ξ0) � sup
P
ν∈P

E UA −
∫ T

0
c(νt

( )
dt

[ )]
:

As the cost function c is nondecreasing in the effort, at the optimum, the consumer makes no effort, neither on the drift nor
on the volatility. Comparing with Proposition A.1, this shows that the absence of a contract is different from the above con-
tract ξ0 with zero payment rates.

ii. We may also examine the case where the producer offers a contract with payment ξ � 0 to the consumer. This is achieved
by choosing Zt � Ex(t,Xt) and Γt � (Exx −E2

x)(t,Xt), where the certainty equivalent reservation E is as defined in Proposition A.1.
From the point of view of the consumer, such a contract is clearly equivalent to the no contracting setting, and thus induces a
positive effort on the volatility in the consumer’s optimal response.
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By the main result of Cvitanić et al. [13], we may reduce the principal’s problem to the optimisation over the class of con-
tracts Yy0,Z,Γ

T , where y0 ≥ L0 and (Z,Γ) ∈ V. By the obvious monotonicity in y0, this leads to the following standard stochastic
control problem:

VSB � sup
Z,Γ

E[U(−LZ,ΓT )], with LZ,Γt :� YZ,Γ
t +

∫ t

0
g(XZ,Γ

s )ds+ h
2
d〈XZ,Γ〉s, t ∈ [0,T],

and starting point y0 � L0. The state variable L represents the loss of the producer under the optimal response of the consumer
and is defined by the dynamics

dLZ,Γt � 1
2
(2(g− f )(XZ,Γ

t ) + ĉ1(Zt) + f0(rZ2
t + h,Γt))dt+Ztσ̂(Γt) ·dWt, t ∈ [0,T),

where

f0(q,γ) :� q|̂σ(γ)|2 + ĉ2(γ): (A.11)

The function f0(q,γ) measures the total cost the producer incurs from the volatility, when the unit cost of volatility is q and
the rate of payment for the volatility reduction is γ. The term q|̂σ(γ)|2 is the instantaneous cost of volatility, whereas the term
ĉ2(γ) is the cost of effort incurred by the consumer. This last cost will be paid by the producer, and enters thus in the evalua-
tion of the cost of volatility. The producer aims at making the term |̂σ(γ)|2 as small as possible. To achieve this objective, a
sufficiently large γ should be paid to reduce |̂σ(γ)|2, but this can be done only at the expense of an increasing cost ĉ2(γ).
Lemma A.1. Let F0(q) :� infγ≤0 f0(q,γ). Then F0 is nondecreasing, and we have F0(q) � f0(q, − q) � −2Hv(−q).
Proof. Recall that f0(q,γ) � q|̂σ(γ)|2 + ĉ2(γ), where

ĉ2(γ) �
∑d
j�1

σ2j

λj
(̂bj(γ)−1 − 1), |̂σ(γ)|2 � ∑d

j�1
σ2j b̂j(γ)and b̂j(γ) :� 1� (λjγ

−)−1
2�ε:

If λjγ
− ≤ 1, then b̂j(γ) � 1, and thus b̂′j (γ) � 0. Similarly, if λjγ

− ≥ ε−(1+1), then b̂j(γ) � ε, and thus b̂′j (γ) � 0. Finally, if

ε−(1+1) > λjγ
− > 1, then b̂j(γ) � (−λiγ)−1

2, and thus

b̂
′
j (γ) �

1
2
λ
−1
2

j (−γ)−1
2−1 � − 1

2γ
b̂j(γ):

Define now

fj(γ) :�
σ2j

λj
b̂j(γ)−1 − 1
( )

+ qσ2j b̂j(γ):
We have

f ′j (γ) �
σ2j

λj
−̂bj(γ)−2b̂′j (γ)
( )

+ qσ2j b̂
′
j (γ):

If −ε−(1+1) < λjγ < −1, one has b̂j(γ)−2 � −λjγ, and thus

f ′j (γ) � σ2j (γ+ q)̂b′j (γ) � − 1+ q
γ

( )
σ2j

2
b̂j(γ)1{−ε−2<λjγ<−1}:

Hence,

∂f0
∂γ

(q,γ) � − 1 + q
γ

( )∑d
i�1

σ2i
2
b̂i(γ)1{−ε−2<λiγ<−1}:

Therefore, the minimum of f0(q,γ) over negative γ is reached at γ � −q when there is at least one index i ∈ {1, : : : ,d} such that
q ∈ [1=λi,ε−2=λi], or f0 does not depend on q. Hence, we can consider that the minimiser is always γ � −q, and thus
F0(q) � f0(q, − q).

Direct computations now show that

fj(−q) �
σ2j

λj
1{λjq≤1}λjq + 1{ε−2>λjq>1}(2(λjq)12 − 1
( )

+ 1{ε−2≤λjq}(λjεq + ε−1 − 1)),

so that by adding all the terms,

F0(q) �
∑d
j�1

σ2j

λj
1{λjq≤1}λjq + 1{ε−2>λjq>1}(2(λjq)12 − 1
( )

+ 1{ε−2≤λjq}(λjεq + ε−1 − 1)),

from which it is clear that F0 is nondecreasing. Q.E.D.

The value function of the second-best problem can be characterised as follows.
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Proposition A.3 (Second-Best Contract). Assume that f – g is Lipschitz continuous and ε < ε̄2 :� 1� 1											
λ̄(h+rδ2T2)

√ . Then, the second-
best optimal contraction problem is independent of ε. Moreover, we have the following:

i. VSB � −e−p(v(0,X0)−L0), where v has growth |v(t,x)| ≤ C(T− t)|x|, for some constant C > 0, and is a viscosity solution of the PDE

−∂tv � f − g+ 1
2
μ̄ v2x −

1
2
inf
z∈R F0(q(vx,vxx,z)) + μ̄((z− + vx)2 + ηA(vx,z))

{ }
, on [0,T) × R,

v(T, :) � 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ (A.12)

with q(vx,vxx,z) :� h− vxx + rz2 + p(z− vx)2 and ηA(vx, z) :� (vx + (z− −A)+)2 − v2x → 0, as A↗∞.
ii. If, in addition, v is smooth, the optimal payment rate γSB to incentivise the agent responsiveness is

γSB(t,Xt) :� −h+ vxx(t,Xt) − rz2SB(t,Xt) − p(zSB(t,Xt) − vx(t,Xt))2, t ∈ [0,T], (A.13)

and the optimal payment rate for the consumption deviation reduction is the minimiser zSB in (A.12), satisfying, for large A,

zSB ∈ vx,
p

r+ p
vx

( )
, when vx ≤ 0, and zSB � p

r+ p
vx, when vx ≥ 0:

iii. The second-best optimal contract is given by

ξSB :� −log (−R)
r

+
∫ T

0
zSB(t,Xt)dXt + 1

2
(γSB + rz2SB)(t,Xt)d〈X〉t − (H(zSB,γSB) + f )(t,Xt)dt:

Remark A.2. Consider the case of a risk-neutral consumer r � 0. As F0 is nondecreasing by Lemma A.1, we see that the min-
imum in the PDE (A.12) is attained at zSB � vx, thus reducing the PDE (A.12) to

−∂tv− ( f − g) − 1
2
μ̄ (v−x )2 � −1

2
F0(h− vxx) �Hv(vxx − h),

where the last equality follows from Lemma A.1. Notice that this is the same PDE as the first-best characterisation given in
Proposition A.2i, because ρ � 0 in the present setting.

In particular, the producer’s value function is independent of its risk-aversion parameter p. The optimal payment rates for
the effort on the drift and the volatility are given by zSB � vx and γSB � −h+ vxx, so that the resulting optimal contract is also
independent of the producer’s risk-aversion p. This is consistent with the findings of Hölmstrom and Milgrom [22] in the con-
text of a risk-neutral agent, where the optimal effort of the agent is independent of the principal risk-aversion parameter.

Proof. By standard stochastic control theory, the dynamic version of the value function of the principal, denoted by
V(t,x, ℓ) :� VSB(t,x, ℓ), is a viscosity solution, with appropriate growth at infinity, of the corresponding HJB equation

∂tV � ( f − g)Vℓ − 1
2

sup
(z,γ)∈R2

|̂σ(γ)|2[(h+ rz2)Vℓ +Vxx + z2Vℓℓ + 2zVxℓ] − μ̄(2z−Vx − (z−)2Vℓ) + ĉ2(γ)Vℓ

{ }
,

with terminal condition V(T,x,ℓ) �U(−ℓ), for (x, ℓ) ∈ R
2. Under the constant relative risk-aversion specification of the utility

function of the producer, it follows that

−p∂tv � p( f − g) − 1
2
inf
z,γ |̂σ(γ)|2((h+ rz2)p− pvxx + p2(vx)2 + z2p2 − 2zp2vx) + μ̄(2z−pvx + p(z−)2) + p̂c2(γ)

{ }
,

which reduces to the PDE (A.7).
The control on the growth of the function v is deduced from the control on the growth of V by following the same line of

argument as in the proof of Proposition A.2, using the Lipschitz feature of the difference f – g. Similarly, under the smooth-
ness condition, the same verification argument leads to the optimal feedback controls, defined as the maximisers of the
second-best producer’s Hamiltonian, which determine the optimal payment rates.

We finally verify that the additional properties of the optimal payment rates hold. First, if vx ≥ 0, the map z �→ F0(h− vxx +
rz2 + p(z− vx)2) + μ̄(z− + vx)2} is nonincreasing for z ≤ p

r+p vx because F0 is a nondecreasing function. Thus, the minimum of the

map is reached for the minimum of q(vx,vxx, z), which is zSB � p
r+p vx. Second, if vx ≤ 0, the preceding map is no longer mono-

tonic on the interval (vx, p
r+p vx). But, it is nonincreasing for z ≤ vx and nondecreasing for z ≥ p

r+p vx, making its infimum lie be-

tween vx and p
r+p vx. In both cases, the optimiser with respect to γ can be deduced from Lemma A.1 and is given by

(A.13). Q.E.D.
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In the case when ( f − g)(x) � δx, we make the guess that v(t,x) � δ(T− t)x+ ∫ t

0
mSB(s)ds satisfies the PDE (A.7), where

mSB(t) � 1
2
μ̄δ2(T− t)2 − inf

z∈R μ̄(z− + δ(T− t))2 −Hv(−q(z))
{ }

:

The value function v satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition A.3 and the PDE (A.12). Rearranging the terms in the expression
of the second-best contract of Proposition A.3iii leads to the form of the contract in Proposition 3.2. Furthermore, γSB(t) �
−q(zSB(t)) is bounded. Indeed, we know from Proposition A.3ii that zSB(t) � p

r+pδ(T− t) if δ > 0 or zSB(t) ∈ (δ(T− t), p
r+pδ(T− t))

if δ ≤ 0. Thus, |γSB(t)| ≤ h+ rδ2T2. Hence, for ε < ε̄2 :� 1� 1											
λ̄(h+rδ2T2)

√ �(δ−T)−1, the second-best optimal contraction problem is

independent of ε.

A.4. Proof of Proposition 3.3
We isolate here the solution of the second-best optimal contracting problem when the agent is only allowed to control the
drift, that is, the diffusion coefficient is fixed to σ � σ(1). Similar to the controlled diffusion setting, we now prove that the op-
timal contracting problem is independent of ε for sufficiently small ε. We recall that this result is used as the benchmark situ-
ation in order to use the London low carbon experiment data for our parameters calibration.

Proposition A.4 (Second-Best Uncontrolled Responsiveness). Assume f − g � δx. Then, we may find ε3 > 0 such that, for
ε ≤ ε3, the second-best optimal contracting problem with uncontrolled responsiveness is independent of ε, with the optimal contract given
by

ξ0SB �
−log (−R)

r
+ΛδX0 + 1

2

∫ T

0
rz2SB(t)|σ|2dt−

∫ T

0
Hm(zSB(t))dt−

∫ T

0
(κ−Λδ)Xtdt,

where zSB � Λδ(T − t), with Λ :� p|σ|2+μ̄1{wx<0}
(p+r)|σ|2+μ̄1{wx<0}

:

Proof. When Γ ≡ 0, we have F0(q) � q|σ|2, and the PDE of Proposition A.3i reduces to

−∂tw � ( f − g) + 1
2
μ̄w2

x −
1
2
inf
z∈R q(wx,wxx,z)|σ|2 + μ̄(z− +wx)2

{ }
, on [0,T) × R, and w(T, :) � 0, (A.14)

with q(wx,wxx, z) � h−wxx + rz2 + p(z−wx)2. We again find an explicit solution of the form w(t,x) � A(t)x+B(t). The minimizer
is obtained directly by writing first-order conditions, and the optimal contract follows. The form of the contract is obtained by
applying integration by part to the term

∫ T
0
zSB(t)dXt of the general form of the contract (A.10). Q.E.D.

A.5. Proof of Proposition 3.4
From Proposition A.2, we have VFB �U(v̄(0,X0) + 1

r log (−R)). When ( f − g)(x) � δx, we have

v̄(0,X0) � δTX0 − 1
2

∫ T

0
F0(−γFB(t))dt,

because zFB(t) ≥ 0, and thus ĉ1(zFB(t)) � 0. Furthermore, recall from Corollary 3.1 that when δ ≥ 0, we have VSB �U(v(0,X0) +
1
r log (−R))with

v(0,X0) � δTX0 − 1
2

∫ T

0
F0(−γSB(t))dt:

In this case, we also have γSB � γFB. Thus, the certainty equivalent of the value function in the first best and in the second
best are equal, and I � 0: Furthermore, the equality of the certainty equivalent of the first best and the second best implies
that the payments ξFB and ξSB are equal because the actions of the consumer are the same in both cases.

When δ < 0 and h+ rδ2T2 ≤ 1
λ̄ , we know that zSB(t) �Λδ(T− t), so that

inf
z∈R{F0(h+ rz2 + p(z−A(t))2) + μ̄(z− +A(t))2} � (h+ rΛδ2(T− t)2)|σ|2,

and therefore,

ψ(t) � 1
2

∫ T

t
μ̄δ2(T− t)2dt− 1

2

∫ T

0
(h+ rΛδ2(T− t)2)|σ|2dt:

Hence, in this case,

log (−VSB)
p

� L0 − δTX0 − ψ(0)

� π + 1
2

∫ T

0
(γs |̂σ̂(γs)|2 − ĉ2(γs) − μ̄δ2(T − s)2)ds + 1

2

∫ T

0
(h + rΛδ2(T − t)2)|σ|2dt:
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In addition, in this setting, c(νFB) � c1(aFB) and −γFB � h+ ρδ2(T− t)2 ≤ 1
λ̄ because ρ < r, and thus b̂j(γFB) � 1, and we have

c1(aFB(t)) � 1
2 δ̄

2(T− t)2: Thus, we get

I � 1
2

∫ T

0
γFB(t)|̂σ(bFB(t))|2dt+

1
2

∫ T

0
(h+ rΛδ2(T− t)2)|σ|2dt � 1

2
|σ|2(rΛ− ρ)

∫ T

0
δ2(T− t)2dt,

where we used the fact that −γFB � h+ ρδ2(T− t)2. The required expression follows. Q.E.D.

A.6. Data and Model Calibration
The Low Carbon London demand-side response (DSR) trial performed in 2012–2013 was conducted at the initiative of the
UK energy regulator (Ofgem) in partnership with both industrial players and academic institutions, among which two have
to be cited in our study, Imperial College London, who treated the data of the experiment, and EDF Energy who acted as the
energy provider and enrolled the consumers. The data comprise a set of 5,567 London households whose consumption was
measured at half-hourly time steps from February 2011 to February 2014. For the dynamic time-of-use (dToU) tariff trial, the
population was divided in two groups. One group of approximately 1,117 households was enrolled by EDF Energy in the
dToU tariff, whereas the remaining 4,500 households were not subject to this dynamic tariff. The dToU was applied during
the year 2013 (January 1 to December 31). Tariffs were sent to the households on a day-ahead basis using a home display or
a text message to the customer’s mobile phone. Prices had three levels: high (67.20 pence/kWh), normal (11.76 pence/kWh),
and low (3.99 pence/kWh). The standard tariff is a flat tariff of 14.228 pence/kWh.

The precise description of the dToU trial performed in 2013 is given in Tindemans et al. [37, chapter 3]. The total numbers of
events (high and low) were 93 to deal with supply events (shortage of generation) and 21 for distribution network events. In our
study, we are interested in only the high-price events. There were 69 such events of high prices (45 for supply reasons and 24 for
network reasons). The duration of an event could be 3, 6, 12, or 24 hours. The LowCarbon London demand-side response trial was
designed to be as close as possible to a random trial experiment, while accounting for the operational constraints related to the en-
rolment of a large set of customers within the portfolio of given UK utility (EDF Energy). The events were randomly placed over
the trial periodwhile targeting the highest peaks of demand in the year.

The data collected by the Low Carbon London DSR trial performed in 2012–2013 can be downloaded freely at the London
DataStore website (https://data.london.gov.uk) under the section “Smart Meter Energy Consumption Data in London House-
holds.” The demand response trial is extensively described in a series of reports, among which the reports Tindemans et al.
[37] and Schofield et al. [34] are the most relevant for our study. Out of this data set, we eliminated all consumers for which
data were not complete or exhibited outliers. The resulting sample comprises 880 consumers in the control group and 250
consumers in the dToU group.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the optimal contract is the sum of a constant term plus a term proportional to the consump-
tion. Thus, the optimal contract has the same form as the LCL pricing trial contract: a fixed premium to get enrolled plus a
term proportional to the consumption. This provides the rationality for the calibration of the optimal contract without respon-
siveness control to the data of the LCL pricing trial. Thus, our strategy to calibrate our model is to use Proposition 3.3 to an-
swer the question, What should be the parameter values of the consumer’s behaviour model μ that would lead to the ob-
served consumption reduction of the LCL pricing trial? Furthermore, because our model relies on a simplifying assumption
regarding the pattern of daily consumption, we fix the initial condition of the consumption to be zero (X0 � 0), making Xt di-
rectly the observed reduction of consumption.

A.6.1. Duration of the Price Event T. In the LCL pricing trial, there were 69 high-price events for a total of 778 half
hours. The events could last 3, 6, 12, or 24 hours. Only one exceptional event lasted a full day (24 hours). Removing this
outlier, we find an average duration of price event of 5.44 hours. We set T � 5.5 hours.

A.6.2. Energy Value Parameters κ and θ. We have seen in Proposition 3.2 that κ should be lower than θ to justify
an average consumption reduction. Thus, we set the marginal value of electricity of the consumer to κ � 11:76 pence/
kWh, which is the price the consumer enrolled in the dToU group pays in normal situation, and we set the marginal
cost of electricity generation to θ � 67:2 pence/kWh. This setting clearly refers to a high-peak-demand situation when the
producer has a strong interest in avoiding costly generation.

A.6.3. Nominal Volatility σ. As pointed out in the introduction, there is significant noise in the observed reduction
for the consumers enrolled in the dToU tariff. For an average reduction of consumption of 40 W for a consumption of a
magnitude of 1 kW, the estimation of the responses ranges between −200 W and +200 W. No direct estimation of the
standard deviation of the reductions is reported in the LCL pricing trial reports. We thus performed an estimate of the
volatility of the consumption of the control group during a price event using the fact that, given our model,

Var
1
T

∫ T

0
Xtdt

[ ]
� 1
3
Tσ2,

where the variance is computed under the no-effort distribution P
(0,1). We estimate an average volatility of σ � 85 W · h1

2.
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A.6.4. Producer’s Risk Aversion p. Letting S denote the spot price of electricity for a given hour and F the forward
price quoted the day before, one has E[e−pS] ≈ e−p(E[S]−1

2pσ
2
S), and by equating the certainty equivalent with the forward

price, we obtain the risk premium RP :� F−E[S] � 1
2pσ

2
S. The risk premium electricity utilities are ready to pay to avoid

the day-ahead spot price risk has been extensively analysed and estimated in the financial economics literature. Bessem-
binder and Lemon [6] followed by Longstaff and Wang [30], Benth et al. [5], and Viehmann [41] estimated the relation
between the risk premium on each hour of delivery and the variance of the spot price on this hour. They found consis-
tent and convergent estimations on the sign of the risk premium (negative for off-peak hours and positive for peak
hours). If one focuses on the highest peak hour of the day (typically 7:00 p.m. or 8:00 p.m.), Viehmann [41, table 5, hour
20] found that dependence of the risk premium on the variance of the spot price is 0.31, which makes p � 0.62; Benth
et al. [5, p. 14] estimated p to be no lower than 0.421; and Longstaff and Wang [30, p. 1895, table VI, hour 20] found a de-
pendence of the risk premium on the variance of the spot price of 0.29, which makes p � 0.58. Bessembinder and Lemon
[6] estimated risk premia not for day-ahead spot price risk but for monthly prices, which is less relevant in our context.
Thus, we take as a nominal value for the risk-aversion parameter of the producer p � 0.6 per pound.

A.6.5. Consumer’s Risk Aversion r. There is a large and not necessarily consensual economic literature on the rele-
vant estimation of the consumer’s risk-aversion parameters, in particular when using the constant absolute risk aversion
utility function (see Gollier’s [16] monograph). Nevertheless, in the context of the LCL pricing trial, the consumers were
facing a small variation of their electricity bill, which is itself a fraction of their expenses, making the approximation of
independence of the decision with respect to wealth sustainable. Furthermore, it is possible to provide an estimate of the
risk-aversion parameter r of the population who accepted to enroll in the dynamic ToU tariff. Indeed, the enrolled con-
sumers were paid £100 at the beginning of the trial and £50 more if they completed the trial. Besides, we estimate the fi-
nancial risk taken by consumers adopting the dynamic ToU tariff. We computed for each consumer of the control group
the electricity bill with the two possible tariffs, the standard flat tariff and the dynamic ToU tariff. We found that the con-
sumers were facing a risk with a statistically significant standard deviation of £23 at the 5% level. Using the relation be-
tween the risk premium (£150) and the risk level (£23) in the relation, giving the certainty equivalent of a risk of known
standard deviation for an exponential utility function, we estimated an absolute risk aversion of r � 0.56 per pound,
which is very close to the producer’s risk-aversion parameter.

A.6.6. Consumption Variation Cost h. This parameter is related to the flexibility of the producer’s generation ca-
pacities. The higher the flexibility of the generation, the lower the variance of consumption-induced costs. With the de-
velopment of intermittent energy sources, the quantification of the flexibility of a given power system has attracted the
attention of researchers. For a review of this topic, we refer to Hirth et al. [18]. The value for h depends on the whole
electric system, and not only on the capacity of a single power plant. There is a difference in flexibility between the elec-
tric system of Norway, which relies only on hydraulic generation, and an electric system based on wind generation and
coal-fired plants. Nevertheless, if we focus on peak period of the day where flexibility is provided by gas-fired plants,
we can make use of the estimations that exist for the cost of flexibility provided by power plants (see Kumar et al. [26],
Oxera [32, table 3.2, p. 8], Van den Bergh and Delarue [40, table IV]). Estimates find consistent values of an order of mag-
nitude of e25/MW2 ·h to e42/MW2 · h for gas-fired plants, which is in general the technology used in peak period of the
day. Thus, we choose a nominal value of h � e40/MW2 · h to consider a not-so-flexible system in which there may be
room for flexibility exchange.

A.6.7. Costs of Effort on Average Consumption μ. Because we do not have access to data at the usage level, we
consider a single average usage. In order to fix an estimate of μ, we interpret the LCL experiment as the implementation
of our demand-side model when there is no control of responsiveness or volatility (see Proposition 3.3). The conclusion
of Schofield et al. [34] provides an estimate for the realised average consumption reduction of 40 W. According to Propo-
sition 3.3, the absolute value of the average consumption deviation is given by

1
T

E

∫ T

0
Xtdt

[ ]∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ � 1
3
Λμ̄|δ|T2:

Recalling that T � 5.5, we obtain the value μ̄ � 9:310−5: With this value of the parameter μ, the reduction of 40 W is obtained
at the expense of a cost for the consumer, given by∫ T

0
ĉ1(zt)dt � 1

6
μ̄Λ2δ2T3 � 4:7 pence:

A.6.8. Costs of Effort on Consumption Volatility λ. We have no way to calibrate on data a possible value for
this parameter. Thus, we vary the parameter λ and observe the total cost of volatility reduction. We compare this cost
with the total cost of average consumption reduction. Figure A.1 (left panel) shows the numerical estimation of the total
cost of volatility reduction and the total cost of average consumption reduction as functions of λ with all other parame-
ters fixed at the values above. For low values of λ, the corresponding consumer’s effort is too costly, and thus the
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resulting cost is zero (no effort). Then, as λ increases, the consumer starts marking efforts to be more responsive. When
λ becomes large, the total cost of volatility reduction starts to decrease. We note that in this setting, the cost of volatility
reduction is one order of magnitude lower than the cost for the average consumption reduction. Because we are interested in
the question of what would happen if the consumer accepted to sign contracts indexed on his responsiveness, we take as a
reference value for λ the value that corresponds to the maximum of total cost of efforts. This choice corresponds to a worst-
case scenario for the consumer in terms of costs. It does not correspond to a maximum volatility reduction as Figure A.1
(right panel) demonstrates. We find a value of λ � 2:810−2. We summarise in Table 1 the reference case for the calibration of
our model.

Endnotes
1 Our work falls in the line of the works by Hölmstrom and Milgrom [21], Grossman and Hart [17], Hölmstrom and Milgrom [22], and Sanni-
kov [33]. For an economic introduction to incentives theory, we refer to Laffont and Martimort [29]. The closest work on volatility control in
the principal–agent framework is by Cvitanić et al. [12, 13].
2 For technical reasons, we need to consider weak solutions of the stochastic differential equations. However, for expositional purposes, we
deliberately ignore this technical aspect in this section to focus on the main message of the present paper.
3 More general results are reported in the appendix, Sections A.1, A.2, and A.3, for a general increasing value function f.
4 Results are provided in the appendix, Sections A.1, A.2, and A.3, for a general nondecreasing generation cost function.
5 See the paradigmatic case of the Enerwise Company, which was fined a $780.000 penalty by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(143 FERC 61,218) as of June 7, 2013, for manipulation of a demand response program in the case of the management of the Baltimore
stadium (see Brown and Sappington [7], Chao and De Pillis [10], Crampes and Léautier [11], Hogan [19, 20]).
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